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1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of alternative methods developed since the introduction of methods 
of functional analysis (Cesari [3], [4]) into the classical bifurcation process of 
PoincarC, Lyapunov, and Schmidt. The central idea is the splitting of a given 
operational equation 
in suitable spaces, into a system of auxiliary and bifurcation equations which 
are then studied by a variety of different methods (Banach’s and Schauder’s 
fixed point theorem, topological degree, Schauder’s invariance of domain, etc., 
cf. E51, &I)- 
In this paper we shall assume E to be a non-selfadjoint linear operator in a 
Hilbert space 9, and by systematic consideration of the adjoint operator E* 
and of the selfadjoint products E*E and EE*, we shall present a new method 
of splitting equation (1.1) into auxiliary and bifurcation equations, which may 
then be studied by the aforementioned methods. 
In particular, we discuss the case where IV is Lipschitzian, and then we show 
that the splitting can always be achieved in such a way that the auxiliary equation 
can be solved by Banach’s f&d point theorem, The solution of the bifurcation 
equation is then a finite-dimensional problem. 
This extends in a natural way the results of Cesari for selfadjoint operators 
[3], [4] and the subsequent work of Knobloch [13], [15]. Our analysis gives a 
constructive process for a choice of subspaces and projection operators, similar 
to those whose existence had been proved by Hale [1 l] and by Rothe 1221 under 
different hypotheses. 
Furthermore, the reduction to the finite-dimensional problem is achieved 
under far less restrictive hypotheses on E than those used by &born and Satber. 
1 The results presented here are contained in the author’s Ph.D. thesis written at the 
University of Michigan under the direction of Professor L. Cesari. 
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Having reduced the problem 1) to a finite dimensional problem, we shall show 
how this approach can be used to prove existence theorems where the non- 
linearity N is either bounded or of slow growth and satisfies an abstract version 
of the Landesman-Laxer conditions. First we consider the case where the 
Fredholm indices of E are equal, and then we consider the difhcult case where 
the indices are (p. q) and p > q. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let Y be a real Hilbert space with inner product ( , ) and norm I/ 11. We shall 
assume that the operator E: 9(E) --+ 9, 9(E) C 9, satisfies: 
The non-negative selfadjoint operator E*E possesses an 
orthonormal sequence of eigenvectors & associated 
eigenvalues Q, where olj>O CQ<LX~+~, and LX++CO. 
Let J be the smallest integer such that o~a > 0 for i >i. 
The range of E is of finite codimension. 
(2.2) 
(2.2) 
We remark that conditions (2.1) and (2.2) are satisfied if E is any real uniformly 
elliptic partial differential operator of order 2m with smooth coefficients and 
coercive boundary conditions f2]. 
Note that EE* is also a nonnegative selfadjoint operator, and we shall explicitly 
describe below an orthonormal sequence of eigenvectors of EE* which form 
a basis of Range E. 
LEMMA. Let 4; = E+i/(ll E& II), 2. > J. Then #, are ezgnvectors of EE*. 
and are an orthonormal basis for Range E. 
First, the &‘s are eigenvectors of EE*. Indeed, 
EE*(E+,) = E(E*E)& = atE+( 
and thus 
Also, 
and thus 
11 E$i 11 = oli, E& = C& , i = 0, 1, 2 ,... 
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Also, the &‘s are orthonormal. Indeed, for i #i we have 
Finally, the $rj’s are a basis for Range E. Indeed, let y E Range E, and assume 
that (y, $JJ = 0, i > J. Then (y, &J c&) = 0 for all ci with CoJ ci2 < w. 
Thus, for every x E 9(E) we have x = Cy=‘=, aidi , Ex = Ci a,(li&) = z up& 
with C a$Q < cc. For ci = uiai , we then have ( y , Ex) = 0 and this is proved 
for all y ET@(E). Thus if (y, pi) = 0 f or all i > J, we have y E (Ran E)I = 
ker E*. Thus y = 0 and our lemma is proved. 
We now define, for p a real number, 0 < p < 1, a smaller space 0, , embedded 
in 9. 
and we take in 0, the obvious norm and inner product 
where 
11 x I]“, = /[c c&hi //e = X24(1 + U:“) c: 
(x, y), = 1 2-l(Iy+ a?) cidi , 
X = f CAi 2 y = -f dir& . 
0 0 
We will require that N satisfy: 
There exists A > 0 so that for some p < 1, we 
have [I Nx - Ny (1 < A 11 x - y ]I9 for ail X, y E PDn (2.3) 
Let k be any integer k > J and let us define the projection operator Pa I 
PP -+ Sp, . For every x E 9, or x = x:,” c& with C,” 2-i( 1 f 017) c; < co, 
we take 
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Now, we define the projection Q6 : 9 -+ 9’. For every R E 9’ we define I - QIc 
l-2’ 
Thus for x = y + z, y E ker E*, z E (ker E*)‘- = Range E, x = CsJ c~z,!J~ , 
we take 
Qhx = y + C c& . 
iJ 
Generally in the applications, L will be a strongly elliptic partial differential 
operator of order 2wt with coercive boundary conditions. In this case, by Gardings 
inequality, it is known that the YI norm is equivalent to the Sobolev norm of 
Hsm. Furthermore, (Lions, Magenes [16, p. 221) the YP norms are equivalent 
to the Sobolev norms in HXmp with p < 1. 
3. THE MAIN CONSTRUCTION 
THEOREM. Undo the assumptiolzs (2.1) and (2.2) on E and the assumption 
(2.3) on N, the problem Ex = Nx can be reduced to a$nite-dimensional prob1e.m. 
In other words, the original equation Ex -- Nx can be split into an auriliarJ1 and 
bifurcation equation and we do this in such, a way that the auxiliary equation is 
always solvable by Banach’s Jixed point theorem. 
Proof. We define a partial inverse El,, of E, 
bY 
Hk: (I--J Y-(1- P&O,, 
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Then the norm of the operator Elk : (I - QJ Y -+ (I - P,JYD is q/2. 
For k > J + 1, the following basis axioms of the alternative method hood. 
(9 EH,(I - Q&c = (I - Q&x, :e E H. 
(ii) Hk(I - Q,) Ex = (I - P&t, x E .9(E). (2.4) 
(iii) EP,x = Q$& , ,1c XEB(E). 
Thus, under the assumptions of the theorem, equation (1.1) is equivalent to 
the following system of auxiliary and bifurcation equations: 
(i) x = P,.v + H,(I - Q,) Nx. 
(ii) Q,(Ex - LNX) = 0. 
To solve (i) for any given x0 E P,S, , we search for a fixed point of the map 
T(x,, + x1) = so + H,(I - Q,) N(r 0 + xr), where T maps the fibre x0 -& 
(I - P&S1 into itself. 
Observe that 
/i N(x, + xl) - .A7(Xo + X;)l$ 
< A’ ji X1 - Xi /(’ = A” f 2-l(1 + af’)(X,,; - Xi,<)’ 
E+l 
Since Eik : (I - Q,J Sp, -+ (I - PJLU; is bounded by y’z and since As(1 + ~$2) 
(1 + CX>:~)-~ tends to zero as k --b + 03, it follows that the map T is a contraction. 
Therefore for each x0 E PkY; , we can find 7(x0) E (I- PJY; such that 
x0 $- G-(X,,) satisfies the amxiliary equation. 
T(x,J depends continuously on x0 . The problem is reduced to finding an 
x0 E Pkz, which satisfies 
Q,(Ex, - N(x, + I)) = 0 
This is just the question of looking for zeros of a continuous map from the 
finite dimensional space PILO, into the space Q+Y. Theorem (3.i) is thereby 
proved. 
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4. Borrrv~~~ NONLINEARITIES AND FREDHOLM INDEX (J,J) 
We now consider the bifurcation equation in detail. Namely we consider 
conditions under which the bifurcation map @: PkY; -+Q&Y defined by 
@(x0) = Q&(Ex,, - N(x, + T(x~))) possesses zeros in PrcYl . 
We consider the case where E is a differential operator of some order 2m, 
not necessarily selfadjoint, satisfying (2.1) in a bounded domain G of [w”, 
n > 1,Y = L2(G) and 
N(x) = id4 -f(t), tEG (4.1) 
where f E L%(G) g: R’ + R’ is continuous, bounded, and Lipschitzian. 
The dimensions of the kernel and cokernel of E are both 3 1 but equal to 
each other. We then give an abstract condition which will guarantee existence 
of solutions to the equation Ex = Nx. 
We assume that ker E is spanned by the orthonormal (in YO) set of eigen- 
vectors c&, ..* $J-l and that (Ran E)l = ker E* is spanned by #,, .a. #J. We 
take p = 0 and thus Y = YP . We assume that N is continuous as a map from 9’ 
to 9 satisfying (4.1). Furthermore, we assume that N satisfies the following 
condition: 
IIYII <RR,, co2 + ... + 8-1 > Ro”, 
(4.2) 
In other words, we assume that condition (4.2) holds for some choice of basis 
(4s ... $& {fbo ... #J-1> for ker E and ker E*. There is thus considerable freedom 
in choosing the bases for which (4.2) must be satisfied. Then the following 
theorem holds. 
THEOREM. Under condition (4.1) and (4.2) on N and the aforementioned 
conditions on E, the equation Ex = Nx admits at least a solution in 9(E). 
Proof. As in section 3, we have only to solve the finite dimensional system. 
RQ,(E - N) [i ci$i + T(C)) = 0 
0 
where T(C) denotes the fixed point associated with Cf c& and 
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Since 
we have 
R@(c) = RQ,(E - N) (i cc&) = $ aiciq$ - RQ,.N (x ci& + T(C)). 
We shall use finite dimensional degree theory [24] to show that R@: Pk.9 -+ P*Lf’ 
has a zero in a certain region D of P&Y. 
Observe that by the definition of the nonlinear map N, there exists a constant 
M so that [I Nx (/ < M for all x 6 Y. 
Let R, be chosen so that aJR, - M > 0, R, -- M > 0. Let R, = 
(R,z + ~;s~W~)~/s and choose R, in accordance with condition for x = x:f ci& E 
P,;9, let 
We shall show that R@ is homotopic to the identity on aQ. With this in mind, 
we consider the map F(c, A) = hI(C c&) + (1 - A) R@(C c&J for 0 < X < 1. 
We prove that on %2, F(c, A) never vanishes for 0 < h < 1. 
First consider the case where x:,” ct = Rz2 and xi-’ ci2 ,( Ro2. In’this case, 
we have 
The first term on the right is simply h R 
(1 - X)ciJ g ci > (1 - x)aJR,2, 
s2, the second is greater than or equal to 
and we may estimate the third term by Schwartz 
his inequality, using 11 N(x c& + T(C))\\ < M and j/ cf cigSi jj = R, , to obtain 
(F(c, h), xs c&) 3 hRz2 + (1 - A) ol,R,2 - (1 - A) AIR, , which by the choice 
of R, is never zero. 
We now consider the second possibility, namely x E a52, where T = C c&; , 
J-l 
Co ci2 = Ro2, C,” ci2 < Rs2. Here we have 
e(c, x), 2 ci$i) 
0 
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Here x* = Cf cQi + r(c), where Ij T(C)]/ < a$iVl, and thus I/ x* [I < 
(R,” + ~L~~AP)~~? By condition (4.2) and the choice of R, and R, , it follows that 
(F(c, A), Xi-' ciq$) > 0. Tl IUS the equation Ex = N(x) has a solution in the 
region Q. This concludes the prOOf of theorem (iii). 
We remark that condition (4.2) works equally well if the inequality is reversed, 
i.e., if 
For then, we choose a new basis & = -& , the condition becomes 
and (& is still an orthonormal basis for (Ran E)I-. 
5. FREDHOLM INDEX (1, J) AND SLOW GROWTH 
Here we consider the case where Nz 9 + Y continuously but is allowed to 
become unbounded at a slow rate, i.e., 
where f: -P -+ R1 is monotone decreasing on [0, 00) and f(s) J, 0 as s -+ + CO. 
We shall need a strengthened condition on iv, namely 
3~>Oand&,>OsothatifIc/“=c,“+~~~+c.~a>R~, 
and I/Y lisp, < E I c I, 
(5.2) 
Again, as for (4.2) we understand that this hypothesis holds for some choice of 
basis vectors {&} for ker E and {#i) for (Ran E)l. 
THEOREM. Irf N satisjies (4.1), (5.1) and (5.2) and E satisfies the aforementioned 
conditions, then the equation Ex = As, has at least a solutiolz in S(E). 
Proof. Again we take p = 0 and hence ;4p = Y. = L”(G). Since the equation 
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can be reduced to a finite-dimensional problem we need only solve, as in the 
previous section, the finite dimensional equation 
Take B > 0, so chosen that for c = (cO 0.. ck) / c 1 > 3 we havef(c) !I Hi/ < l/2. 
Since 
1: +)II = /; H(I - PI AT (c df + T(c)jii 
d II H II f[(l c I2 i- Ii ~~c)li”)“W c II f S r(c)4 
< II H llf(l c IN c ! + ii +lii. 
for ! c ! > B we have 
Indeed, Ij T(c)ILcP~ < 2 II H ll~~~,yJ(j c 1) / c j for 1 c j 2 3, if B, is chosen 
sufliciently large. 
We note that in (5.2) we are given E > 0 and we then choose R, as large as we 
require. Let us choose A,, RI so that (5.2) holds with 
and 
R, = 2-lR, 
min(1, tiJ) R, - 3j?f(R,) > 0, 2 I/ MI! f(R,J < 4. 
We shall show that Rdi is homotopic to the identity on 352. To this effect, we 
consider the maps 
for 0 < h < 1 and again we prove that ou X& F(c, A) never vanishes of 0 < X .<l . 
First, consider the case where C”;: cl2 = RI2 and ci c.? < Ri2. 
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+ (I - h) (RQN (c ci$i’+ T(c))~ i G$i) 
J 
> hR12 + (1 - h)qR12 
- (1 - 4 I c l.l-(I c I + II 41 c I>) I c I + I +>I 
>AR,“+(l -A)cx,R,' 
- (1 - 4 RJ(R,)(R, + 2 II H llf(l c I) I c I) 
3 Ml2 + (1 - 4 ol,R,“(l - A) R,f@,(3R,) 
> AR," + (1 -A) CQR,~ - 3R,2f(Rd 
> 0. 
Now we consider the case where Czl ci2 < RI2 and &-’ ci2 = R,,2. Then 
(qc, A), i cif$J = h y c.i2 
0 
+“,I - A) (N (; 4461 + T(c))9 $t G*ij 
0 
> f&l2 
since II +)lJsp1 d 42 I c I =Jj;/2)Ro and since II CJ” GA lb1 < (@)% ad 
therefore Co c& + T(C) = x0 cAi + T(C). But 
= ICI = R, 
II +)IILP < 2 II H Il.@,) Ro d 2~--l1720 
and finally 
Thus by (5.2) we have 
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and 
( 
J-l 
FCC, 4, c c$$i >, hR,Z. 
0 1 
6. REMARKS ON THE CASE OF FREDHOLM INDICES (J,K), J>K 
The case where dim ker E = J, dim ker E* = K and J > K has been 
studied by several authors [2], [17], [21], [25]. 
By our results in section 3, we reduce the problem to a finite dimensional one. 
Namely, as we have seen, under a Lipschitzian hypothesis on .ii, the problem 
reduced to the sole bifurcation equation 
Q(c) = 0 
where @: P&Y -+ Qk9’ where dim P,Y = p, and dim Q&P’ = ~7~ = pk.--(J- K). 
One can immediately prove the following theorem [IS]. 
THEOREM. If @ maps EM3 = Yprl into W*\(O) and zj = @/I @ j : 9se-l -+ 
9Q-l and if the map @: Y pb -- I--+ 9’@k-1 is hmnotopically nontrivial, then there 
exists h solution of the equation Q(c) = 0 inside the ball B. 
Unfortunately, there are few concrete conditions which guarantee that a map 
from Yk into Yk’ have nontrivial homotopy class. However, the theorem (even 
including the relatively incccessible T(C) term) gives a more explicit characteriza- 
tion than earlier ones which involved certain maps being of nontrivial stable 
homotopy classes. However, a much simpler way of guatanteeing solutions of 
the bifurcation equation suggests itself when the equations are looked on in the 
following light. 
To solve the equation 
QN (f cik + T(C)) = o, 
0 
we must soIve the system 
This is a system of pk + 1 unknowns and qk + 1 equations. So far, we have had 
no difficulty when we had the same number of equations as unknowns, So if we 
have fewer equations than unknowns, then to get to the position of writing down 
explicit conditions which guarantee solutions, we merely select a reduced number 
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of unknowns. For example, if the nonlinearly N was bounded, then a condition 
which would guarantee existence would be the following: 
We can select an orthonormal set {+1 *a: $Qk} E kerL and an 
orthonormal basis {& ... #,,} VRr ~&SO thaty E (kerL)l j/y// < RI, (6.1) 
cla + ... + czJC > 0 implies Nco+o + ... + c&?, + Y>> 
%4l + ... + %,?h,,> 3 0. 
The proof of the existence of a solution to the auxiliary equation is then almost 
the same as the proof given in section 4. The only difference is that our initial 
space is not PBcy70 but instrad a subspace of it of dimension qk . 
One can formulate the analogous conditions to guarantee existence for “slow 
growth” nonlinearly. They can be formultated in terms of an abstract, one-to-one 
map $ from ker E* into ker E. But we give here the condition most easily verified 
in practice. 
There exist an orthonormal set {PI ... &,> E ker L, an orthonormal 
basis (& 0.. #*J for kerL*, and constants E > 0, I?,, > 0, such 
that if y E (ker L)I, IJ y I/tsi < E(c~~ + ... + c~~J/~, 
(co” + ... cik) 2 Roa, we have (N(xF c& $ y), 1: c&J 3 0. (6.2) 
One then proceeds with the methods of section 5 to prove that the map from 
the k dimensional space P,Y, to the k dimensional space &9 has nonzero 
topological degree. 
7. AN E.XAMPLE IN THE CASE OF SLOW GROWTH 
Let us consider the equation 
Ex = g(x) + k(t), t E G, x: = 0 on 3G (7-l) 
on a smooth bounded region G of RL, where E is an elliptic selfadjoint operator 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions, h is any given function in L”(G) and g: 
R1 -+ RI is a given Lipschitzian function satisfying 
aIsjp+b~(g(s)i~Aislp+B, for all real s and suitable 
constants A > a > 0, B 3 0, b real and sg[s) > 0 for 1 s j (7.2) 
sufficiently large. 
We shall assume E h,s kernel of dimension one spanned by (0). Again, we must 
show that the nonlinearity NU = g(u) + k(t) satisfies 5.1 and 5.2. 
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Here we take X = H2m n H,“, Y = La = 9, and X0 = Y,, = QJ?, , where Q 
is the orthogonal projection on L, on (ker E). Then (I - P)X = Xi and 
(I- Q)Y = Y, where I- P is the projection I - Q restricted to X. 
Let us show that N satisfies 5.1. Indeed, 
For appropriate constants D1 and Dz , and by Holders inequality with 0 < p < 1 
Thus 
II Nx IIY d D, + A II x II; d 4 + A /i x II;. 
Now we show that N satisfies 5.2 for a suitable choice of E and R. Throughout 
the proof we will use the following particular form of Holder’s inequality: 
s, 1 u IP dt < (J- 1 u 12 dT)y’* J; 1 Jt)l-@ 
= 11 u \$,(meas R)i-p/*. 
We must show that 
J- g(cB + y) - co at + J- hc ’ e dt > 0 
if 1 c 1 is sufficiently large and I/y (/ < E ) c [. We first consider integration over 
the region f& = (t E G : e(t) M O}. We must show that both 
can be made arbitrarily if c is sufficiently large and 1131 jj < E / c 1. We do this 
for the first integral, the proof for the second being similar. We Iet Bs = 
(t E G: 6(t) > 61. Note that qs = meas(q+qJ -s- 0 as 6 --f 0. 
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If II y II G EC, then I y(t)1 < 42 in Bs except on a set K, C Bs of measure less 
than or equal to 4E2/S2. Thus 
Below, we shall first choose 6 > 0 and then we shall take E > 0 so small that 
4G/S2 is as small as we want. Thus, if F,, = sB+ 0 dt > 0, then by taking S > 0 
sufficiently small, we can make sO& 9dt as close to F,, as we want, and then by 
taking c > 0 sufficiently small, we can make se,,x, 13 dt again as close to F,, as 
we want. Thus, for some positive constant Fl we have, if c is large, 
Also, for some constant D, , 
JTKBLW +r> edx b -II ellm (J IdY)I dt + D2) 
2 -I/ 0 IL s (A I u P’ + B) dt + 4 
and by our version of Holder’s inequality 
2 - II 0 IL (meas K)1-p’2& II Y II; + B,) 
> --F,(4(+’ + B,) 
for some positive constant Fz . Also 
s g(ce + Y> 0 dt 2 -s{meas(e+e,)>l-=qA, II Y 112” + J%) 4\%3 
- F&W0 + B, 
for some positive constants F3 and B, > B, . Since 
we merely choose S and Q small and choose E so small that, for large c, 
2-lFl (a (3” + b) > (F2 +F,)(A(a)” + B,) > 0. 
Then JB+ g0 ~7 2-lFl(a(cS/2)* + b) and JB+gO becomes as large as desired as 
c-+ $-co. The opposite sign, c -+ --co, and the integral over the region 8... 
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are handled similarly. Furthermore, it is clear that from the above proof that 
the nonlinearly IVu = g(u) + h(t) satisfied the following condition which is 
stronger than 5.2. Indeed, we have actually proved the following: 
For any M > 0, there exists R > 0 so that if j x / > R, jj y I/ E E ] c 1, then 
(N(c0 + y); 0) > M j/ ~9 I/. Thus not only does the equation EX = g(x) + h(t) 
have solutions, but any equation of the form 
Ex = g(x) + h(t) + k(t, x, Dx ... D-x) 
has solutions if k is bounded and continuous. 
As usual in theorems of this type, the direction of g is not important. The 
proof of existence of solutions would work equally well if s . g(s) < 0 for suffi- 
ciently large s, so long as the rate at which g -+ co is as specified. 
8. OTHER EXAMPLES 
The first remark we might make on example is that in particular these methods 
apply to the selfadjoint case. Examples of the type 
du + 2u = M - arctan ZI on G = [0, QT] x LO, V] 
u. = 0 on i3G 
has been studied by Landesman and Laxer in [15] and by Shaw in [26]. Shaw 
proved in this case, since iV is Lipschitzian with Lipschitz constant 1 and since 
the partial inverse H of L = d + 2 has norm l/3, the auxiliary equation can 
be solved by the contraction mapping principle and one then solves the bifurca- 
tion equation by proving that a real-valued function on R’ with negative and 
positive limits as h -+ + co must have a zero in between. Shaw then considers 
the case where the auxiliary equation is not immediately solvable by the contrac- 
tion mapping theorem, namely he takes 
N(U) = lOO(nz - arctan U) - 5 < llz < F 
2 
(8.1 a> I 
which he studies using topological methods and Schauder’s fixed point theorem. 
However, as shown by Shaw, condition (4.2) is satisfied, and thus problem (&la) 
is also solvable by choosing P&3’ much larger than ker E, first solving the 
auxiliary equation by the contraction principle, and using the results of section 4 
to solve the bifurcation equation. This technique occurs in a special case in 
Knohloch [14]. 
505/33/3-2 
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The methods of sections 4 and 5 can also be used for nonselfadjoint linear 
problems. Another example occurring in [25] is 
44 Km + 4l(Y) UYY + 44 % + MY) UY + 44 Y>U 
= arctan u + 100 
sin u 
(1 + f)l/2 + gh Y) 
on any rectangle [a, b] x [c, d] _C R2 with Neumann boundary data au/~% = 0 
on aG. Here G is assumed to be Lipschitzian and real on G, 1 g(x, y)] < 1, the 
coefficients a0 , b, , a, , b, and cp are smooth and real and a, and b, are positive 
and bounded away from zero. As shown in [25] E had Fredholm indices [l, l] 
and if ker E = (01, ker E* = ($1, then $ = ~6’ for some positive bounded 
function p [25]. Again, one can carry out the verification that condition (4.2) 
is satisfied. 
We now pass to a more interesting example involving the biharmonic operator 
AZ, the linear part of which occurs in [39]. 
A% = f(t) + g(x), t = (f, 71) E G, (8.2) 
with boundary conditions aAx/& = ax/@ = 0 on G, where G is a region in 
the (5, 7) space R2 with smooth boundary, v is the unit outward normal and G 
is assumed to have unit Lebesgue measure. The linear problem (Aa; ~A/&J; a/&$) 
has kernel spanned by {I, 7, TV), the range is the orthogonal complement of the 
constant functions. 
First we consider the case where g is bounded, 11 g(u) - g(v)llLz < A I/ U-V jlLz , 
and 
d-a> -=c J-e < g(+m)- (S-3) 
As described in section 6 we restrict our attention in the domain space to the 
subspace of L2 = Y, which is the direct sum of 1 and (ker E)‘. We then chose Fz 
so that k>J and 1/~~~(,4)<1 and solve the auxiliary equation using the 
contraction mapping principle. We then have a continuous map from the K + 1 
dimensional subspace P&f = span(l) #J ... $3 into the K + 1 dimensional 
subspace QIcsP = span{l, 165 ... z&}. In other words. we are solving the K + 1 
equations with k + 3 unknowns by simply putting two variables equal to zero. 
One then verifies that the condition (8.3) implies that 
VR, , 3R, so that if (1 y 11 < R, , y E (ker E)l, 
/ c I >, R, , then (N(c.1) + y), c.1) > 0. 
Then using the method of section 4 we show that if @5(c) = QN(C c&,& + T(C)), 
then d(0, CD, %2) = 1 for a suitable region Sz. Thus the equation (8.2) has a 
solution under the condition (8.3). 
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We have not used in the previous proof the fact that we have anL” estimate 
at our disposal. That is, the norm Mc,s + ... + cn2 = 1 c 1 is equivalent to 
the ,!I,” norm in P,Y, and since Q-(C) = H(I - P) N(c + T(C)), we immediately 
see that r(c) E H4 and H4 CL, . Th us we have control on T(C) in terms of sup. 
norms. We shall use this in the next case. 
Here we let g = lOu/(l + $)rl,, g is Lipschitzian, and we claim that for all 
f~ L2, the equation (8.2) is solvable. We define I - P, , I - Qti as before to 
ensure a contraction. However, P, is defined as projection onto (br , $2 ,..., rbrC 
(the eigenvectors for which oli > 0) and the constant function 1. 
As usual we can solve auxiliary equation by the contraction mapping principle 
and we are left with the equation 
Q,N(c,l + 2 c&hi + f(c)) = 0. 
1 
We must show that if I! jlr denotes the L” norm, then the following adaptation 
of (6.2) applies: 
then 
3, R, , so that rf II y jIm < E I co 1 and I co I 3 Ro 7 
(8.4) 
(N(qll t- y), col) 3 0 (G 0). 
(8.4) is true since by choosing Ri sufficiently large, with f E L” fixed we have 
g(c) - sf is very large. Th en, since we &I choose E < 112, we choose R, = 2Rb 
and then sg(c + y)l 3 g(R;) which is positive. 
One then uses the methods of section 6 to show that the mapping 
has degree one for a suitably chosen region Q of the space R”+l. Thus the 
equation (8.2) is solvable for all h(t) ELM. 
It should be noticed that instead of searching for all solutions to (8.2) we 
restricted our attention to a search for solutions of the form 
co1 + 1 c& = u. 
‘xi>0 
The reader will notice that in fact the preceding arguments would work equally 
well if we searched for solutions 
ZI = co1 + ay + by2 + c ci& 
q>o 
for fixed a and b. In particular, the equation 
A% = 24/( 1 + u”)‘/2 + f(t) (8.5) 
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has a solution u,~ of the form 
u = co1 + ay + bya + c c& . 
q>o 
We conjecture that in fact the set of solutions {Q, , [a, b] E R2} contains a two- 
dimensional connected manifold in L2. 
Finally, we consider the case 
A% = (24 + ii) e+’ W) 
with the preceding boundary conditions and with h ELM. This nonlinearity 
has equal limiting values at f co but we can still prove existence of solutions. 
Indeed, it is obvious that VR, 3R, so that ify E (kerL)I, Ij y [lm < R, and 1 c / > R, 
we have 
(N(c.1 + y), c.1) > 0 
where N(U) = (U - h)e&. 
Then using the techniques of 4 and the fact that Ij ells < B for some B, 
we again show that the equation has a solution for all h EL, . 
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